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Turn fabric scraps into holiday treasures with this guide featuring more than 30 sewing projects by the creator of the Half Yard Sewing Club.
In Half Yard Christmas, Debbie Shore shares charming holiday creations that are fun and easy to make. Best of all, each one requires only a
half-yard of fabric! With six themed chapters—Rustic, Traditional, Contemporary, Monochrome, Scandinavian, and Kids—you can select your
favorite Christmas style or mix and match throughout your home. These simple yet stylish projects include everything from stockings and
Santa hats to fabric wreaths, ornaments, figurines, and more. Debbie’s friendly guidance, and easy-to-follow photography make this guide
ideal for beginners as well as more experienced sewers looking for quick and easy holiday projects.
An introduction to linear time playing. The first section contains basic exercises for linear playing skills: voice coordination, dynamic balance,
accenting, and more. The second section deals with the development of time feels in the linear style, including 4/4, half-time, shuffle, and odd
meter feels.
For years, the Dutch oven has been popular on the grill and barbecue scene, and cooking with the "black pots" over an open fire has become
a fashionable cult; it is a symbol of the Wild West, freedom and adventure. Bothe shows you how to cook over open flames in a Dutch over,
from roasts and casseroles to desserts and breads.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A week-by-week guide to quitting sugar to lose weight, boost energy, and improve your mood and
overall health, with 108 sugarfree recipes. “Life without sugar is much sweeter than I ever imagined it would be.”—Shauna Ahern, GlutenFree Girl Sarah Wilson thought of herself as a relatively healthy eater. She didn’t realize how much sugar was hidden in her diet, or how
much it was affecting her well-being. When she learned that her sugar consumption could be the source of a lifetime of mood swings,
fluctuating weight, sleep problems, and thyroid disease, she knew she had to make a change. What started as an experiment to eliminate
sugar—both the obvious and the hidden kinds—soon became a way of life, and now Sarah shows you how you can quit sugar too: • Follow a
flexible and very doable 8-week plan. • Overcome cravings. • Make food you’re excited to eat with these 108 recipes for detox meals, savory
snacks, and sweet treats from Sarah Wilson and contributors including Gwyneth Paltrow, Curtis Stone, Dr. Robert Lustig (The Fat Chance
Cookbook), Sarma Melngailis (Raw Food/Real World), Joe “the Juicer” Cross, and Angela Liddon (Oh She Glows). I Quit Sugar makes it
easy to kick the habit for good, lose weight, and feel better than ever before. When you are nourished with delicious meals and treats, you
won’t miss the sugar for an instant.
Richtig essen von Anfang an Etwa ab dem 6. Lebensmonat wollen Babys ihren Speiseplan erweitern. Wer dann selbst für sein Kind kocht,
weiß genau, was drin ist. Um die Nahrung schonend und zeitsparend zuzubereiten, ist der Thermomix® der ideale Helfer. Mit über 80
Rezepten für TM5 und TM31 vom ersten Brei über Fingerfood bis hin zur gemeinsamen Familienkost bekommen Babys und Kleinkinder nur
das Beste für eine gesunde Entwicklung. Ernährungsmedizinisches Hintergrundwissen informiert Eltern über den richtigen Zeitpunkt, den
Nährstoffbedarf und die passenden Lebensmittel und führt Schritt für Schritt durch den Start in die Beikost.
Growing from tiny tadpoles to massive master jumpers, frogs and their life cycles are fascinating. How far can frogs jump? Why do their eggs
look slimy? Answer these questions and many more in this illustrated introduction to amphibians. With her signature bright, well-labeled
diagrams and simple text, Gail Gibbons introduces the habitat and life cycles of frogs and gives an overview of common frog behaviors.
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Important biology vocabulary is introduced, defined, and reinforced with kid-friendly language and clear illustrations--plus a page of intriguing
frog trivia and clear diagrams that show how frogs are different from toads. Bonus material is included about the unique role frogs play in the
environment.
International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP) 2010Award Finalists in the Culinary History category. Chocolate. We all love it, but
how much do we really knowabout it? In addition to pleasing palates since ancient times,chocolate has played an integral role in culture,
society,religion, medicine, and economic development across the Americas,Africa, Asia, and Europe. In 1998, the Chocolate History Group
was formed by theUniversity of California, Davis, and Mars, Incorporated to documentthe fascinating story and history of chocolate. This book
featuresfifty-seven essays representing research activities andcontributions from more than 100 members of the group. Thesecontributors
draw from their backgrounds in such diverse fields asanthropology, archaeology, biochemistry, culinary arts, genderstudies, engineering,
history, linguistics, nutrition, andpaleography. The result is an unparalleled, scholarly examinationof chocolate, beginning with ancient preColumbian civilizationsand ending with twenty-first-century reports. Here is a sampling of some of the fascinating topics exploredinside the
book: Ancient gods and Christian celebrations: chocolate andreligion Chocolate and the Boston smallpox epidemic of 1764 Chocolate pots:
reflections of cultures, values, and times Pirates, prizes, and profits: cocoa and early American eastcoast trade Blood, conflict, and faith:
chocolate in the southeast andsouthwest borderlands of North America Chocolate in France: evolution of a luxury product Development of
concept maps and the chocolate researchportal Not only does this book offer careful documentation, it alsofeatures new and previously
unpublished information andinterpretations of chocolate history. Moreover, it offers a wealthof unusual and interesting facts and folklore about
one of theworld's favorite foods.

In this acclaimed memoir, Mezlekia recalls his boyhood in the arid city of Jijiga, Ethiopia, and his journey to manhood during the
1970s and 1980s. He traces his personal evolution from child to soldier--forced at the age of eighteen to join a guerrilla army. And
he describes the hardships that consumed Ethiopia after the fall of Emperor Haile Selassie and the rise to power of the communist
junta, in whose terror thousands of Ethiopians died. Part autobiography and part social history, Notes from the Hyena's Belly offers
an unforgettable portrait of Ethiopia, and of Africa, during the defining and turbulent years of the last century.
Features simple recipes moderate in calories, fat, cholesterol, and sodium, that can be prepared in fifteen to thirty minutes
Thermomixen für Groß und Klein Unkompliziert, schnell und gleichzeitig gesund für die Familie kochen? Das ist ein Kinderspiel für
unsere Lieblingsküchenmaschine. Über 100 Thermomix®-Rezepte für TM5 und TM31 bieten Klassiker und neue Ideen für den
turbulenten Alltag und gemütliche Sonntage. Einfache Gerichte zum Mitmachen für die Kleinen sorgen für mehr Familienzeit.
Praktische Leckereien für viele Esser ermöglichen endlich entspannte Kindergeburtstage und Familienfeste. Und auch am Grill
erweist sich der Thermomix® als perfekter Partner. Kinderleicht thermomixen!
This book will change your life. You are playing persuasion games all the time, whether you realise it or not. "Now," for the first
time, one of the world's top mentalists teaches YOU the hidden secrets of persuasion and influence that will enhance your
personal, social and professional life. In this remarkable and exciting book, acclaimed mentalist and trainer Gilan Gork reveals the
powerful psychology of subtle, successful persuasion that you can use on your clients, colleagues, family, friends... and even
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complete strangers! "Persuasion Games" explores, examines and explains the mind games of influence that are part of everyday
life -- and how to win them. You will not only learn how to enhance your own powers of influence in an ethical, responsible way,
but also how to protect yourself from persuasive exploitation in any form. Gilan has travelled the world to find the leading experts in
influence and study their methods, including the normally private, secret realm of professional 'psychics'. Discover how many
seemingly 'psychic' powers are actually persuasion techniques that anyone can learn -- including a psychological model of
communication that is one of the world's best-kept secrets.Welcome to the Persuasion Games.
Like The Group, Mary McCarthy's classic tale about coming of age in New York, Joanna Smith Rakoff 's richly drawn and
immensely satisfying first novel details the lives of a group of Oberlin graduates whose ambitions and friendships threaten to
unravel as they chase their dreams, shed their youth, and build their lives in Brooklyn during the late 1990s and the turn of the
twenty-first century. There's Lil, a would-be scholar whose marriage to an egotistical writer initially brings the group back together
(and ultimately drives it apart); Beth, who struggles to let go of her old beau Dave, a onetime piano prodigy trapped by his own
insecurity; Emily, an actor perpetually on the verge of success -- and starvation -- who grapples with her jealousy of Tal, whose
acting career has taken off. At the center of their orbit is wry, charismatic Sadie Peregrine, who coolly observes her friends'
mistakes but can't quite manage to avoid making her own. As they begin their careers, marry, and have children, they must
navigate the shifting dynamics of their friendships and of the world around them. Set against the backdrop of the vast economic
and political changes of the era -- from the decadent age of dot-com millionaires to the sobering post-September 2001 landscape
-- Smith Rakoff's deeply affecting characters and incisive social commentary are reminiscent of the great Victorian novels. This
brilliant and ambitious debut captures a generation and heralds the arrival of a bold and important new writer.
This is your new go-to companion from the most trusted name in BBQ-ing. Much more than just a recipe collection, Weber's
Barbecue Bible is an entirely new take on grilling today, with every recipe step visually depicted in full-colour photography. Weber's
Barbecue Bible is the most comprehensive and visually instructive barbecue book available. With over 125 all-new, modern,
inspirational ideas for every occasion. Each recipe is beautifully photographed for easy, at-a-glance understanding, accompanied
by expert advice and over 750 step-by-step photos. Recipes include: Maple-bourbon Chicken Wings Tarragon-Mustard Prawn
Skewers Thai Chicken Skewers with Peanut Sauce Rotisserie Rib Roast with Melted Onions Tequila Smoked Salmon with Radish
Salsa Pork Souvlaki Marinated Aubergine with Tahini
Join Chelsea as she shares the recipes she loves to cook for family and friends.
The more powerful the family...the darker the secrets. Meet the family everyone's talking about in this prequel novella to the
Sicily's Corretti Dynasty series, brought to you by Harlequin Presents. Investigative journalist Emily Hyslop is furious when her
editor—and ex—reassigns her from a career-making expos to a frivolous wedding in Sicily. But scandalous secrets lie behind the
union of the rival Corretti and Battaglia families. Things start looking up when Emily meets the most intimidating, not to mention
sexiest, man she's ever encountered.... Detective Anton Soranno has valuable insight into the Correttis and their scandalous
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dealings...and plenty of reason to hate them. He's the perfect source of information—and the more he helps Emily with her story,
the more time they have to explore their intense desire. But even as their passionate nights uncover surprising feelings in both of
them, Emily and Anton know that she must leave Sicily once the wedding is over.... Look for more books in the Sicily's Corretti
Dynasty series from Harlequin Presents, beginning with A Legacy of Secrets by Carol Marinelli.
A guide to barbecuing outdoors in the winter includes recipes for such offerings as stuffed wild duck, studded pork loin, roast beef
with lebkuchen, and venison loin.
Quick to cook, nutritious and filling, there is often nothing more satisfying than a bowl of pasta. Sabrina Fauda-Rôle takes pasta to
new heights as she shares all her favourite ways to cook a delicious bowl at record speed! With a stylish design and chapters
covering Meat, Seafood, Vegetarian and Cheese, Sabrina shares fresh, fun and easy recipes, from a classic spaghetti with
meatballs to interesting flavour combinations such as pasta with curried carrots and sesame seeds. Sabrina’s magic method
works with a wide variety of pasta types and shapes. All the ingredients go into one pot, which cooks over a medium heat for 15
minutes. After resting off the heat for 5 minutes, all the dishes are ready to top and serve. One-Pot Pasta shows that even after a
long day at work anyone can prepare a hearty, healthy and delicious supper in under half an hour.
One name stands for quintessential Viennese cuisine like no other: Plachutta. With more than one million sold books, with recipes
simple to follow even for beginners, he brings the Viennese cuisine to people around the globe for years now. This book presents
the most popular classics of Viennese cuisine, from apple strudel and goulash to Tafelspitz and Vanillekipferl. An exclusive special
edition for all fans of this city and its food.
From the bestselling author of Murder at Rutherford Hall and Murder at Ravenrock, comes the third book in the Rachel Markham
Mystery Series.The Riverton CaseA Rachel Markham MysteryBook Three - In the Mystery SeriesJeremy and Rachel set sail for
Indian shores at the behest of a fabulously wealthy Indian Maharajah, to solve a case unlike anything they've encountered before.
The journey takes them through the lives of Indian Royalty, and gives them a fascinating glimpse into the charmed life of British
India.Rachel and Jeremy must travel back in time to 1945, towards the end of an Era of the British Raj to solve the baffling murder
of a beautiful young English woman - Kitty Riverton who was found murdered in a marble folly, on the grounds of the magnificent
Dharanpore Palace.They must also race against time to retrieve the spectacular Royal ruby necklace, 'The Pride of Dharanpore',
which went missing, on the night of the murder. Their investigation takes them through the murky labyrinth of Palace intrigues and
politics, where nothing is as it seems and motives abound.Set in 1947, England and India, The Riverton Case is an intriguing
sequel to PB Kolleri's first two books, 'Murder at Rutherford Hall' and 'Murder at Ravenrock'.
"This book focuses on cooking equipment, techniques, and recipes"--P. xvii.
"German baking is legendary and informs baking traditions the world over: Christmas cookies, coffee cakes, delicate tortes, soft
seeded rolls, and hearty dumplings all have their origins in Germany (and Austria). In Classic German Baking, blogger and author
Luisa Weiss--who was born in Berlin to an Italian mother and American father, and married into a family of bakers with roots in
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Saxony--has collected and mastered the recipes most essential to every good baker's repertoire. In addition to the pillars of the
German baking tradition, like Christmas stollen, lebkuchen, and apple strudel, Weiss includes overlooked gems, like
eisenbahner--an almond macaroon paste piped onto jam-topped shortbread--and rosinenbr©œtchen--the raisin-studded whole
wheat buns that please a child's palate and a parent's conscience--to create the resource that bakers across the world have long
wanted, "--Baker & Taylor.

For those who are brand-new to keto and those who are getting back on track after falling off the wagon, the first 30 days
on a ketogenic diet can be challenging. As the body adapts to burning fat (ketones) rather than sugar for fuel, cravings
can arise, and some people find that they just don't feel so great. Many fall victim to the temptation to give up before they
can truly experience the benefits of being keto-adapted. The 30-Day Ketogenic Cleanse isn't like most juice or other
cleanses where you starve throughout the entire process. Keto expert Maria Emmerich offers tasty whole-food
recipes—all dairy-free and nut-free—that are filling and satisfying and keep cravings at bay. Plus, she offers helpful tips and
tricks for making it through the adjustment period. The 30-Day Ketogenic Cleanse is a guidebook for healing the body
from the inside out. Most people attempting a keto diet do it completely wrong. Maria Emmerich, on the other hand,
bases this cleanse on a true, well-formulated ketogenic diet, helping readers reset their metabolism, regain health, lose
weight, and tap into increased energy levels. This book includes: • A detailed explanation of how sugar causes
inflammation and leads to disease • 30-day meal plans to kick-start ketosis, with corresponding shopping lists • 30-day
Whole30-compliant meal plans, with corresponding shopping lists • A wide variety of amazing recipes, with suggestions
for combining those recipes into delicious and satisfying ketogenic meals • Easily accessible lists of approved keto foods
and foods that hold people back from ketosis • Tips on how to eat to balance hormones, sleep better, feel better, and
lose weight while following a ketogenic diet • Guidance for maintaining ketosis after a successful 30-day cleanse •
Recommendations for supplements to help heal from poor eating habits • A bonus slow cooker chapter to help make life
easier!
From one of the world's top dining destinations, New York's three-Michelin-starred restaurant Eleven Madison Park,
comes an updated single-volume collection of more than 80 recipes, stories, food photographs, and watercolor paintings
from celebrated chef Daniel Humm. JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY THE ATLANTIC Originally published as a two-volume, signed edition and limited to only 11,000 print
copies, this revised edition of Eleven Madison Park: The Next Chapter refashions the deluxe slipcase edition into one
high-quality, single volume. Of the 80 recipes and stories, more than 30 of the recipes are brand new and reflect the
dishes being served at the restaurant now. Along with 30 brand-new food photos, there are also nearly 15 new
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watercolors and stories discussing the restaurant's recent renovation, among other topics. This collection reflects on the
time during which Eleven Madison Park garnered scores of accolades, including four stars from the New York Times,
three Michelin stars, seven James Beard Foundation awards, and the number one spot on the World's 50 Best
Restaurants list. In this fresh package, Chef Daniel Humm describes his unparalleled culinary journey and inspiration.
The most highly instructive and visually engaging grilling book on the market, from the experts at Weber, with more than
100 all-new recipes and over 800 photos
Backen mit dem Alleskönner Thermomix®-Fans wissen, dass man mit der Hilfe des Alleskönners spielend leicht und
ohne viel Aufwand backen kann. Vom Abwiegen übers Teigkneten bis hin zum Sahneschlagen gelingen köstliche
Kuchen und Torten. Selbstgemachtes Brot und frische Sonntagsbrötchen lassen sich genauso einfach zaubern. Und
natürlich dürfen Weihnachtsplätzchen nicht fehlen. Mit über 100 Rezepten kommt garantiert keine Langeweile auf. „Das
große Mix-Backbuch“ bietet zahlreiche Klassiker und trendige Ideen für den TM31 und den TM5. Tipps und Tricks aus
der Expertenküche laden zum schnellen, unkomplizierten und gelingsicheren Backen mit der Kult-Küchenmaschine ein.
What’s the favorite four-letter word of people who are less than fully organized? “Help!” So many technological, social,
and economic changes affect your life that you need organization just to keep up, let alone advance. Many people have
two jobs – one at the office and one taking care of things at home. If you have a family, you may count that as a third job.
Caring for elderly relatives or have community commitments? You can count off four, five, and keep right on going. No
matter what life stage you’re in, getting organized can make every day better and help you achieve your long-term goals.
Organizing For Dummies is for anyone who wants to Polish his or her professional reputation Experience less stress
Increase productivity Build better relationships Maximize personal time Organization isn’t inherited. With the human
genome decoded, the evidence is clear: DNA strings dedicated to putting things into place and managing your time like a
pro are nonexistent. Instead, organization is a learned skill set. Organizing For Dummies helps you gain that skill with
topics such as: Understanding how clutter costs you in time, money, and health Training your mind to be organized and
developing a plan Cleaning house, room by room, from basement to attic (including the garage) Creating functional
space for efficiency and storage Time-management strategies for home, office, and tavel Scheduling, delegating, and
multitasking Making time for your family Managing your health – physical and financial Finding time for love Organizing
and cashing in on a great garage sale Getting organized is about unstuffing your life, clearing out the dead weight in
places from your closet to your calendar to your computer, and then installing systems that keep the good stuff in its
place. Organizing is a liberating and enlightening experience that can enhance your effectiveness and lessen your stress
every day – and it’s all yours simply for saying “No” to clutter.
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500 Rezepte für den Thermomix kompakt in einem Buch!* Hauptgerichte für jeden Geschmack: deftig vegetarisch
vegan* Leckere Beilagen aus dem Thermomix* Getränke für Groß und Klein* raffinierte Backrezepte* feine Torten und
Gebäck* Suppen und Eintöpfe für die Winterzeit* leckere Salate* schnelle Dips & die perfekte Sauce zu jedem Gericht*
Grundrezepte, die ein perfektes Küchenbasic für alle weiteren Gerichte bilden.Nie wieder lästige Rezeptsuche!Ganz egal
zu welchem Anlass Sie kochen möchten, im großen Thermomix Kochbuch finden Sie die passenden Rezepte. Inklusive
Kalorienangaben.Rezepte, die Lust darauf machen, Familie und Freunde zu einem gemeinsamen Abend mit einem
schönen Essen einzuladen und gemeinsam eine tolle Zeit zu erleben.Nach der bekannten und bereits vergriffenen
Buchreihe Lieblingsrezepte und Querbeet aus dem Wunderkessel, folgt nun Das große Kochbuch für den Thermomix.
Ein umfangreiches Arbeitsbuch, das für den Thermomix TM31, den Thermomix TM5 und den Thermomix TM6 geeignet
ist.Eins für Alles! Ganz egal, welchen Thermomix Sie besitzen!Im trendigen und umweltfreundlichen E-Book & Kindle
Format immer mit dabei, so dass auch dem nächsten gemeinsamen Kochabend bei Freunden nichts im Wege steht.
Synopsis coming soon.......
French Guy Cooking is a YouTube sensation with half a million subscribers. A Frenchman living in Paris, Alex loves to
demystify cooking by experimenting with food and cooking methods to take the fear factor out of the kitchen. He wants to
make cooking fun and accessible, and he charms his viewers with his geeky approach to food. In this, his debut
cookbook, he shares 90 of his absolute favourite recipes, some of which feature step-by-step photography – from
amazingly tasty toast and pizza ideas all the way to some classic but super-simple French dishes. Along the way, he
offers ingenious kitchen hacks – a cheat's guide to wine, five knives you need in your kitchen, the secret to brilliant ramen
– so that anyone can throw together great food without any fuss.
This holiday bestseller is now available in paperback. Dozens of recipes include Christmas breads such as stollen and
panettone, directions for making a spectacular gingerbread house, edible tree ornanents, and all kinds of cookies. Stepby-step color photos show techniques, and 40 additional full-page, full-color photos present finished masterpieces.
A comprehensive, inspiring guide to the art, craft, and business of wedding cake design Combining inspirational cake
designs, step-by-step decorating instruction, and advice on the fundamentals of running a successful cake business in a
competitive market, Wedding Cake Art and Design is an invaluable guide for industry professionals and students. Master
cake decorator Toba Garrett includes stunning designs for cakes inspired by textiles, seasons, fashion colors, flowers,
and much more, and gives decorators the tools to translate their own clients' ideas into creative new designs. •
Decorating techniques ranging from simple to advanced are explained in a clear, fully-illustrated, step-by-step format •
Sample scenarios included throughout the book show readers how to handle a client consultation and how to create
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appropriate cakes for every client's budget, theme, and creative needs • Nearly 200 beautiful full-color photographs
showcase finished cakes and illustrate key decorating techniques, while full-color illustrations provide insight into the
professional decorator's creative process • Author Toba Garrett is one of the country's foremost artists in the field of cake
decorating and the founder of the Institute for Culinary Education’s Department of Cake Decorating and Design, where
she now serves as master chef–instructor and where she has trained some of the top cake artists in the world A musthave for professional cake decorators, baking and pastry students, and even advanced cake decorating hobbyists,
Wedding Cake Art and Design is the only resource a decorator needs to design, plan, and execute picture-perfect
wedding cakes for every client, every time.
The acclaimed author of What's Worth Knowing reveals the truth about aging: Old age often offers a richer, better, and
more self-assured life than youth. From our earliest lives, we are told that our youth will be the best time of our lives-that
the energy and vitality of youth are the most important qualities a person can possess, and that everything that comes
after will be a sad decline. But in reality, says Wendy Lustbader, youth is not the golden era it is often made out to be. For
many, it is a time riddled with anxiety, angst, confusion, and the torture of uncertainty. Conversely, the media often feeds
us a vision of growing older as a journey of defeat and diminishment. They are dead wrong. As Lustbader counters, "Life
gets better as we get older, on all levels except the physical." Life Gets Better is not a precious or whimsical tome on the
quirky wisdom of the elderly. Lustbader-who has worked for several decades as a social worker specializing in aging
issues-conducted firsthand research with aging and elderly people in all walks of life, and she found that they
overwhelmingly spoke of the mental and emotional richness they have drawn from aging. Lustbader discovered that
rather than experiencing a decline from youth, aging people were happier, more courageous, and more interested in
being true to their inner selves than were young people. Life Gets Better examines through first-person stories, as well as
Lustbader's own observations, how a lifetime of lessons learned can yield one of the most personally and emotionally
fruitful periods of anyone's life. As an eighty-six-year-old who contributed her story to the book noted, "For me, being old
is the reward for outlasting all the big and little problems that happen to all of us along life's pathway." The collected
stories in Life Gets Better provide a hopeful corrective to the fear of aging aggressively instilled in us by the media. Don't
dread the future: The best years of our lives just may be ahead.
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